August 1981

Software Engineering Standards Applications Workshop, August 15-20, San Francisco, California. For information regarding this limited attendance workshop on the impact and practical application of software engineering standards in an industrial environment, contact Robert M. Poston, EAI, 185 Monmouth Parkway, West Long Branch, NJ 07764; (201) 229-1100.


SPIE International Symposium and Instrument Display, August 24-28, San Diego, California. Contact SPIE, PO Box 10, Bellingham, WA 98227; (206) 676-3290.


1981 International Conference on Parallel Processing, August 25-28, Bellaire, Michigan. Contact Prof. M. T. Liu or Prof. Jerome Rothstein, Dept. of Computer and Information Science, Ohio State University, Columbus, OH 43210; (614) 422-1837 or 422-7027.

10th IFIP Conference on System Modeling and Optimization, August 31-September 4, New York, New York. Contact 10th IFIP Conference, Polytechnic Institute of New York, 333 Jay St., Brooklyn, NY 11201; (212) 643-2305.

Congress and 12th Assembly of the International Commission for Optics, August 31-September 5, Graz, Austria. Contact Sam Horvitz, PO Box 274, Waterford, CT 06385.

September 1981


Fifth International Conference on Computer Hardware Description Languages and Their Applications, September 8-9, Kaiserslautern, Germany. Contact Prof. Reiner Hartenstein, Fachbereich Informatik, Universität Kaiserslautern, Postfach 3049, D-6750 Kaiserslautern, FR Germany; or Will Sherwood, ML 21-3T40, DEC, 146 Main St., Maynard, MA 01754; (617) 493-3257.

Seventh International Conference on Very Large Data Bases, September 9-11, Cannes, France. Contact Dr. Murray Eidelberg, Sperry Research Center, 100 North Rd., Sudbury, MA 01776; (617) 369-4000, ext. 326.

Workshop on Computer Security for the Commercial World, September 11-14, Lake Arrowhead, California. Attendance will be by invitation. Contact Sig Porter, NCR Corp., 9900 Old Grove Rd., San Diego, CA 92131; (714) 268-5455.

COMPCON Fall 81, September 15-17, Washington, DC. Contact COMPCON Fall 81, PO Box 639, Silver Spring, MD 20901; (301) 589-3386.

Wescon/81 Show and Convention (IEEE et al.), September 15-17, San Francisco, California. Contact Electronic Conveniences, 999 N. Sepulveda Blvd., El Segundo, CA 90245; (213) 772-2965 or (800) 421-8816.


COMPED 81, Frontiers of Computers in Medicine, September 21, Houston, Texas. Contact Bernard A. Cohen, Electrical Engineering Dept., Milwaukee School of Engineering, PO Box 644, Milwaukee, WI 53201.

10th Workshop on Applied Imagery, September 21-22, College Park, Maryland. Contact William Alford, NASA, Code 932, Greenbelt, MD 20771.

Computers in Cardiology, September 23-25, Florence, Italy. Contact Local Secretariat, O.I.C., Via G. Modena 19, 50121 Florence, Italy; tel. (055) 53.962 or 57.8273.

October 1981


Journees d'Electronique 81 (IEEE et al.), October 6-8, Lausanne, Switzerland. Contact Secretariat of the Journees d'Electronique, Dept. of Electricity—EPFL, Chemin de Bellerive 16, CH-1007 Lausanne, Switzerland.

Sixth Conference on Local Computer Networks, October 12-14, Minneapolis, Minnesota. Contact Dr. H. F. Freeman, 3931 Auburn Dr., Minnetonka, MN 55434; (612) 935-2035.

Micro 14, October 12-15, Chatham, Massachusetts. Contact Micro 14, R. H. Eckhouse, Digital Equipment Corp. (ML3/T41), 146 Main St., Maynard, MA 01754.

ACM SIGMODSIGSML Workshop on Databases for Small Systems (held in conjunction with the Annual ACM SIGSML Conference on Small Systems), October 14-15, Orlando, Florida. Contact the program chairman: Fred Manzieri, ML3/4750, DEC, 146 Main St., Maynard, MA 01754.


Design Automation Workshop, October 21-23, Lansing, Michigan. Contact Luther Abel, Digital Equipment Corp. (ML3/5728), Maynard, MA 01754; (617) 493-4221.


Seventh Data Communications Symposium, October 26-28, Mexico City, Mexico. Contact Datacom, PO Box 839, Silver Spring, MD 20901; (301) 589-3386.
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**First International Conference and Workshop** on Distributed Computerized Picture Information Systems (DCPIS) for Medical Applications, January 18-21, Newport Beach, California. Contact Dr. André J. Duerinckx, Philips Ultrasound, 2722 South Fairview St., Santa Ana, CA 92704.

**February 1982**

1982 ACM Computer Science Conference, February 9-11, Indianapolis, Indiana. Contact Marshall C. Yovits, Purdue School of Science/Indianapolis, 1125 East 38th St., Indianapolis, IN 46205.


March 1982

Micro-Delcon '82—Fifth Annual Conference on Computer Technology, March 9, Newark, Delaware. Contact John DeGood, Research and Development, Hewlett-Packard, Route 41 and Starr Rd., Avondale, PA 19311.

Seventh International Zurich Seminar on Digital Communications, March 9-11, Zurich, Switzerland. Contact Miss M. Frey, EAE, Siemens-Albis AG, POB, CH-8047 Zurich, Switzerland.

March 1982

International Workshop on Physics and Engineering in Medical Imaging, March 15-18, Asilomar, California. Contact Dr. Orhan Nalcioğlu, Dept. of Radiological Sciences, University of California, College of Medicine, Irvine, CA 92717.


INFOCOM '82, March 29-April 2, Las Vegas, Nevada. Contact Harvey Freeman, Sperry Univac, PO Box 43942, St. Paul, MN 55164.

May 1982


FULL RANGE OF SYSTEMS CONSULTING SERVICES. HARDWARE/SOFTWARE TRADEOFF STUDIES, STRUCTURED SOFTWARE DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION. LANGUAGES INCLUDE PML, BASIC, FORTRAN IV, ASSEMBLY LANGUAGES, SECRET CLEARANCE.

PHILIP I. ROSENGARD & ASSOCIATES

Full range of systems consulting services. Hardware/software tradeoff studies, structured software design and implementation. Languages include PML, BASIC, FORTRAN IV, Assembly languages. Secret clearance.

Philip I. Rosegard
2519 Kansas Ave. #5
Santa Monica, CA 90404
(213) 826-2691

FACULTY POSITIONS
School of Information and Computer Science
Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, Georgia 30332

The School of Information and Computer Science anticipates filling one or more faculty positions in the coming academic year. These may be at either junior or senior ranks. The School offers the BS, MS, and PhD degrees with specialization in either information or computer science. It currently serves a student population of nearly 750 majors including 200 graduate students. Applicants from all fields of information and computer science will be considered. Applicants for senior positions should have a record of scholarly achievements and be able to begin direction of doctoral students. The department has an unusually well-equipped computing laboratory devoted entirely to research as well as easy access to extensive institute facilities for general computing. Send resume and names of three references to:
Professor Philip H. Enslow, Jr.
Chairman, Faculty Search Committee
School of Information and Computer Science
Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, Georgia 30332
(404) 894-3187

Georgia Tech is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.

SENIOR SCADA SYSTEMS ANALYST

A natural gas transmission company located in Salt Lake City, Utah, is seeking a Senior SCADA Systems Analyst. This position requires six years experience in SCADA systems development for natural gas. Other requirements include: knowledge in pipeline instrumentation and control; a masters degree in engineering; experience in mathematical modeling, simulation, and optimization; and assembly level programming on Digital Equipment Corporation computers using the RSX-11M operating system. Salary: $33,600 per year. This is a full time 40 hour week position. Refer to Job Order No. 38494. Make application to Utah Department of Employment Security Job Service, P. O. Box 11750, 1234 South Main Street, Salt Lake City, Utah 84147. Telephone: (801) 533-2400.

OTTAWA, CANADA
COMPUTER ENGINEERING

Excellent opportunity. Tenure track faculty position in Computer Engineering. We seek an ambitious individual, preferably computer hardware oriented, to contribute to our dynamic program at the undergraduate and graduate level, and to develop his own research. A PhD degree is required. Industry experience is an asset. Ottawa offers a unique opportunity in Canada for industrial research contacts and consulting. Start: as early as possible. Please send resume and names of references to Dr. Wolfgang J. R. Hoefker, Chairman, Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Ottawa, Ottawa, Canada, K1N 6N5, Tel: (613) 231-2403.

RESEARCH COMPUTER SCIENTIST
MULTIPROCESSOR APPLICATIONS

Responsibility for the design and implementation of selected applications for CM*. Multithreaded multiprocessors with 50 processors and 3 Mbytes of primary storage.

The successful applicant will initiate and coordinate a program of research to assess the performance capabilities of CM* as exhibited by selected application programs. This task will involve the selection, design and implementation of applications, followed by analysis of their performance. In some cases, this task will require close interaction with researchers in the application of disciplines. A qualified candidate should have PhD level experience in computer science or electrical engineering (with emphasis on software), plus extensive experience working with distributed systems. Salary will be commensurate with education and experience. For consideration please send a resume, preferably by means of an EROS Data Analysis Section. Applicant should be expert in spatial analysis methods and/or image processing techniques. Responsibilities include research and software techniques development. Knowledge of remote sensing applications is important. Send detailed resume with references to Gordon A. Strom, Personnel Supervisor, Technicolor Graphic Service, Inc., EROS Data Center, Sioux Falls, South Dakota 57198, (605) 594-6511.

CHAIRPERSONSHIP IN COMPUTER AND COGNITIVE SCIENCES

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA

The Henry Salvatori Professorship in Computer and Cognitive Sciences has been established in the Department of Computer and Information Science in the Moore School of Electrical Engineering to provide scholarly leadership in the University's effort to coalesce its program in computer science with work in the cognitive sciences. The person appointed to this chair must be a distinguished scholar in both computer science and cognitive sciences, who has performed outstanding research in the artificial intelligence aspects of computer science, and also in the psychological, linguistic, or philosophical aspects of cognitive sciences. Such research must have both scientific and technological significance. It is hoped that the appointee will be able to assume these responsibilities by July 1982. Applications and nominations should be directed to Professor Sohrab Rabii, Chairman, Salvatori Professorship Search Committee, Moore School of Electrical Engineering, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104.

The University of Pennsylvania is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.
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